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The CARE Linkages Project, a federally funded project of the Tennessee
Children`s Services Omanissiat, is designed to increase the coordination of
health, education, and social services fox children in prescthool programs
across the state. The project bad two oceponants: a state level and a local
level component. At the state level, the empbasis %sus on promoting coordi-
nation among statewide agencies serving preschool children. At the local
level, the project staff assisted in the formation of eight local ammittees
called CARE camdttees to help local preschool programs and service providers
to work more closely together.

In preparation for the implementation project, staff decided that a
clearer perspective an coordination, collaboration and linkages was neces-
sary, particularly of factors which tend to enhance ow obstruct the formation
of such relationships between agencies. In addition, the specific research
issues to be investigated in this project needed to be elaborated and tran-
slated into a meaningful research design. It was essential that information
and results from previous collaborative efforts be analyzed so that the
research conponent of this project would address important issues that Com-
plemented and did not duplicate other projects.

The first step toward gathering and interpreting existing information
was to identify appropriate sources of information on collaboration theory,
efforts and results. T major sources, publications and directors of recent
collaboration projects, were identified and utilized to develop the model.
The following reports summarize existing information on collaboration
gathered by staff throurfrl a review of the literature and telephone surveys of
directors of related projects. The literature review covered the historical
developemnt of coordination, theories of coordination, descriptions of
various collaborative models, factors Wirth tend to encourage and discourage
collaboration, and research findings. The surveys of related projects were
conducted to gather similar and more in-depth information on projects which
had not been fully reported in the literature.

Section I of this report is the review of the literature including the
historical development of coordination, current efforts of coordination and
collaboration and barriers to collaboration.

Section II is an annotated bibliograft of the sources gathered frau
the review of the literature.

Section III pa/vides a summary of the results of the telephone surveys
of other interagency collaborative projects.
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1. Review of Literature

A review of the literature relating to collaborating indicates that
there has been an historical development of this concept. Human services
organizations have been involved in interagency cooperation since the estab-
lishment of charity orgemizatians in the early 1900's (Brim, 1983; Kamerman
and Kahn, 1976; O'Connor at al., 1984; Rogers and Mulford, 1982). The
earliest forms of cooperation and coordination occurred in an effort to
provide services only to the "deserving poor." This involved primarily
coordination of specific cases, but leas also recognized as a way to avoid
duplication in soliciting for funds (Rogers and Milford, 1982). During this
period competition was valued and most organizations took an individualistic
approach. The relatively few hem service agencies basically looked out for
themselves and cooperated when it was to their own advantage. This atmos-
phere continued until the early 1930's when, as a result a! the great
depression, many more human services and agencies were created *uy government.

The New Deal Era was a time When the ideology of many managers changed
from trzlependence to a recognition of the important role of social coopera-
tion. This was due in part to public attitudes. There was growing pressure
from society that the coordination of the increasing number of public welfare
agencies was necessary and should be the responsibility of the public sector
to carry out. The federal government attempted to 1330eirt some control through
financial and administrative strategies to integrate programs. However, the
boundaries between public and private responsibilities were considerably
blurred and fragmentation of services continued to be a problem due to the
desire of many organizations, both sidle and private, to protect their own
"turf" (Rogers and Milford, 1982).

Corporate management or bureaucracy was accepted as a viable organiza-
tional form during the 1940's. The emphasis weds an clear lines of authority,
division of labor, establishment of rules and coordination of activities.

In the 1950's, the orientation of human service organizations began to
change from coordination to planning. Representatives from the community
began to be included on planning councils (Rogers and Mulford, 1982).

The 1960's were a time when the federal government began to show an
interest in documented efforts at cocadinatian. In 1960, a report was pub-
lished by the federal government describing various methods of interagency
coordination (O'Connor at al., 1984; Rogers and Mulford, 1982; Urban and
Rural System Associates, 1977). The Federal Intergovernmental Cooperation
Act of 1968 gave states a new, more active role in coordination. This act
also gave further impetus to coordination of hunum service organizations
through its emphasis on program budgeting and cost effectiveness. As a
result, the late 1960's was a period of increased attempts to coordinate
efforts through centralized control and service integration.

Service Integration is a process Which seeks to coordinate public and
private agencies by creating a new adadnistrative relationship (O'Connor at
al., 1984; Rogers and Mulford, 1982). It was thouglt that service integra-
tion would eliminate fragmentation and gaps in services as well as unneces-
sary duplication While enhancing service delivery due to centralized funding
and planning (Rogers and Mulford 1982). However, there were a number of
factors which worked against centralized planning during the late 60's and
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early 70's and still do so today. These factors are the importance of local
control, concerns about unequal distribution of power and shortages of time
and funds (Rogers and Milford, 1982).

Even though there was a great deal of apphasis placed an coordination
by governments during the 1960's and early 70's, this was also a period of
tremendous growth of social programs, particularly in the mid 1960's under
the banner of the "Great Society." The literature does not indicate
widespread successes in coordination efforts during this period.

By the late 1970's and early 80's, this picture began to change. More
localized efforts and sit:thesis on (=pollination began to appear. Far example,
the California legislation mandated a study of coordinated child care (Urban
and Rural Systems Associates, 1977). Massachusetts regarded coordination
favorably and began sponsoring a series of coordination efforts in 1977
(Massachusetts State Implementation Grant, 1981) . These efforts by states
were to mime extent a bearing of fruit from the federal policies which had
since the late 1960's, encouraged coordination based on the aseungkion that
(=emanation and planning will result in better utilization of resources
and improve the quality of resources offered (Jones, 1975, Loa an et al.,
1981; Ol(b riner et al., 1984; Rogers and Mulford, 1982; Schaffer et al., 1983;
Triet, 1977; Urban and Rural System Associates, 1977). These efforts were
also, no doubt, related to the slumpiin economy and the tightening of
resources available to human service agencies. Efforts of coordination
increase during periods of reduced government funding, increased account-
ability and increased demands for services (Brim, 1983; Clark, 1965;
Galaskiewicz and Staten, 1981; Jones, 1975; Loadmen et al., 1981; Miller,
1984; Milliken, 1983; Rogers and Mulford, 1982; Schlesinger et al., 1981;
Scheidt et al., 1977; Trist, 1977). Strategies and philosophies about coor-
dination appear to be closely related to general environmental conditions of
the time (Rogers and Mulford, 1982) .

It was also during this period that the caicept of collaboration began
to energe as a needed and more sophisticated level of coordination.

From an historical perspective, emphasis on agency interaction has
shifted tram cooperation to coordination to collaboration. In fact, evidence
suggests that individual organization attempting to made together tend to
follow the same contimaxe (Black and Kase, 1963; Schwartz, et. al., 1981).
Unfortunately the three terms have often been used interchangeably Which has
contributed to midi confusion about definitions (Hood, 1980).

Cooperation is the process of infewmal working together to meet the day
to day goals of the organization (Black and Kane, 1963). Coordination is
more a formalized process of adjustment or utilization of existing resources
through integrated action of two or more organizations (Black and Kase, 19631
Hall et al., 1977; Halpert, 1982; Hutinger, 1981; National Juvenile Justice
Progran Collaboration, 1981; Schaffer et al., 19831 Tads et al., 1982). Col-
laboration is viewed as a more intensive jointly planned effort by organiza-
tions over a mutual concern which results in a mutually desired result.
(Black and Kase, 1982). Coordination and collaboration are not static
processes but are continually changing to meet the changing needs and demands
of society, and are rarely neutral (Davidson, 1976; "Winger, 1981; Trist,
1977). As a fairly new concept, less has been written about the theory and
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practice of collaboration as compared to coordination. However, much of
*bat has been written about coordination applies to collaboration as well.

Most efforts at coordination are based on organizational exchange
theory which states that an exchange is any voluntary activity 'between two or
more organizations which has consequences, actual or anticipated, for the
realization of each organization's anticipated goals (Levin and White, 1961)
Three main elements are necessary for exchange to occur: clients, labor
services and resources. In periods of scarcity interorganizational exchange
is essential for survival of organizations (Levin and White, 1961) ktir
agencies to be interdepentient each agency wet be accessible to necessary
elements from outside or clients, the objectives of each organization must be
related and there must be consensus among the organizations about each
crganization's domain (Levin and White, 1961).

Coordination of ilIMMI1 services organizations involves social control.
The optimum is most likely to occur When bureaucratic organization and
external primary groups develop coordinating mechanisms. These groups tend
to "balance their relationships" at a central point of social distance,
allowing woos intimacy and some separation (Litwalc and Meyer, 1966). This is
important since most organizations express concern that coordination will
result in Ices of control (Fabrizio and Bartell, 1977; Hall, 1977; Reid,
1964; Rogers and Mulford, 1982; Schmertz at al., 1981).

Several different models have been described as effective in
encouraging and stimulating coordination and collaboration (Black et al.,
1980; Howes-4Ceiter, 1983; Elder and Megrab, 1980; Fabrizio and Bartel, 1977;
Galaskiewicz and Shatin, 1981; Hutinger, 1981; King, 1978; Magrab at al.,
1981; McDonough, 1980; McPherson, 1981; National Juvenilri Justice Program
Collaboration, 1931; North Central Regional Center for Rural Development,
1979; O'Connor et al., 1984; Reid, 1964; Reid and Ommxiler, 1976; Rogers and
Paiettin, 1982; Rogers and Whitney, 1976; Tindall et al., 1982).

The interagency casuittee model is a group made up of representatives
from community agencies and other groups from the related area. The purpose
of this group is to improve interagency communications, to identify needs,
locate gaps and advocate for changes. The interagency committee usually has
no authority but depends on the involved agencies contuitssint and abilities
(Pritchard, 1977).

Another model discussed in the literature is the single portal entry
model which as the name indicates establishes a key person or agency to act
as broker or to coordinate PerViC118 Re this model to be successful there
must be close and ocntinuous communication between the key person or agency
and other ocmuunity agencies (Pritchard, 1977).

Several variations of the above models and other models have been des-
cribed, such as the lead agency model, a variation of the single portal
model, development of a written agreement between two agencies, and the
services integration model (Pritchard, 1977; Reid/ 1964; Reid and Chandler,
1976; Rogers and Mulford, 1982) .

Many of the projects discussed in the literature had two couponents, a
state level and a local level interagency council. State level committees
usually are responsible fir co3rdinatirig the collaborative effort, advising
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local committees, evaluating the collaborative effort and funding projects if
mon ey is available. The local level committees are responsible for the
planning, development and implementation of the collaborative effort,
assessing local needs and recruiting and organizing volunteers. One of the
problems reported with this hi-level model is local oaranittees feeling that
state level committees are dictating activities without any real knowledge of
real local needs (King, 1978; Nelkin, 1983; Rogers and Witney, 1978; Tendal
et al., 1982).

All the models described involve linking of agencies or programs to
another. There is same (=fusion about the use of the word linkages (Tindall
et al., 1982). Linkages are the actual activities or arrangements that
result frau agencies collaborating that lead to the cxemonly desired outoone.
(Galaskiewicz and Shatin, 1981; Tindall, 1982). Establishing interagency
linkages is recognized as a difficult process which should be approached on
an incremental basis (Elder and ?grab, 1980; O'Cionnor at al., 1984).

Many efforts of coordination and collaboration, incorporating each of
these models, have been described in the literature. Regardless of the model
utilized, certain factors have been identified which are conducive or dis-
ruptive to the collaboration process (Barbieri, 1982; Bleak at al., 1980;
Bowes-Keiter, 1983; Caruso, 1981; Elder and Magrab, 1980; Fabrizio and
Bartel, 1977; Hutinger, 1981; Justiz, 1983; King 1978; McDonough, 1980;
McPherson 1981; National Association of Comte(' Research, Inc. 1983; National
Juvenile Justice Program Collaboration, 1981; Nelkin, 1983; Proven at al.,
1980; Reid and Channer , 1976; Rogers and Whitney, 1976; Schaffer at al.,
1983; Schlesinger at al., 1981; Schwartz at al., 1981; Whitted at al.. 1983).

In order for successful collaboration to occur, all agencies ilivolved
should recognize that a problem exists and reach ccelcensus on its nature and
scope. A clear mutual purpose should be identified, agencies should have
similar goals, and representatives to committees should have similar status
(Caruso, 1981; Elder and Magrab, 1980; Reid, 1964; Reid and Chandler, 1976).
Key organizations shoull be identified and commitment should be secured frau
each, caw:ensue should be reached about objectives of the effort, and clear
delineation of responsibility should be developed; evaluation and
identification of benefits should be ongoing and some mechanisms for
resolving disputes should be established Which will encourage negotiations
(Audette, 1980; Hord, 1980; Hutinger, 1981; Litwek and Hylton, 1962; Magrab
et al., 1981; Schwartz at al., 1981; Whitted at al., 1983).

Factors that have been identified which will disrupt the collaborative
process are cempetition for funds, turf protection, and vested interest,
unclear roles and purpose, fear of Ices of organization identity, domination
by more powerful agencies, differing interpretation of laws, policies and
regulations, differences in philosophical and theoretical perspectives, lack
of time, and history of previous failed attenpts (Black at al., 1980; Elder
and Magrab, 1980; Hutinger, 1981; Lacour, 1982; National Juvenile Justice
Program Collaboration, 1981; Rogers and Mulford, 1982; Schaffer, 1983;
Schwartz, 1981; Wheeler Tall, 1980; Whertten, 1982) .

An ideal approach to the collaborative process has been described by a
miter of authors and includes a number of specific steps. The first step is
to assess interest in and readiness for a collaborative effort. Next,
identify participants for the collaborative effort, agencies that will
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benefit from the effort and have something to contribute to it. lit_ third
step is to clearly define the purpose of the effort and build it. Building
the collaborative effort should include obtaining individual agency
commitments to the collaborative effort; creating a clear statement of
purpose and rules of procedure. The fourth step is to discuss and resolve
issues relating to cometition, vested interest and turf. Meetings should
be held an neutral turf to enoonlage full involvement. The fifth step is to
identify key actors and to get their support. The sixth step is to have
agencies and persons involved share resource information, identify areas of
need, and share ideas an collaboratiai. Step seven is to develop a plan for
the collaborative effort taking into consideration the identified needs,
resources and previous experiences. The eighth step is to get comuitments
from the agencies involved for ties and staff support as aEpropriate (Elder
and Magrab, 1980/ Febrizio and Bartel, 1977; Hutinger, 1981; Magrab et al.,
1981; National Juvenile Justice Program Collaboration, 1981).

Collaboration and coordinatiai are assumed to have positive impact on
service delivery (Gage, 1977; Jones 1975s Loudon et al., 1981; O'Connor at
al., 1984; Rogers and Milord, 1982; Schaffer et al., 1983/ ). Most of the
literature indicates that collaboration will cause increased cooperation and
more effective contacts bebmen agencies, will bring about needed change,
will help to stretch scarce resources, will enhance capacity of organizations
involved to dominate the environment, and will help eliminate duplication of
services as well as identify gaps and increase planning efforts (Barbieri,
1982; Black at al., 1980; ChrueOf 1981; Elder and Magrab, 1980; Gabel, 1980;
Hutinger, 1981; Latour, 1982; McPherson, 1981; Proven at al., 1980;
Smith-Dickson and Hutinger, 1982; Southern Regional Blucation Board, 1981).
However, the expectations that many benefits result from collaboration have
very limited documentation through research or in the literature (Elder and
Magrab, 1980; Rogers and Mulford, 1982) . The benefits whirls have been (loot-
mented several times are increased cooperation and communication (Black et
al., 1980). Further research is needed on the actual impact of cooperation
an service delivery system, strategies used, models, the characteristics of
interorganizational linkages and the actual network (O'Connor, 1984; Whetten,
1982). Mast of the research that has been done is comparative. There is a
need for some iogitudinal studies. Rirther research needs to be done an the
methods of evaluation, barriers to collaboration and factors which would
encourage collaboration (Brim, 1983; lthetten, 1982). Research that has been
=plated on 03illibanktiarl has indicated mixed results (lGotten, 1982). Some
collaborative efforts have found that reduced funding does not necessarily
increase collaboration, but has in same instances brought about the
deterioration of such structures (Miller, 1984). *
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I. Historical Dave Icreent. of Cbardination

Rogers, D.L. and Mulford, C.L., "'Me Historical Dave 'gallant" in Rogers, D.L.
Whetten, David A. and Associates, Interorganixational Coordination, Icwa
State University Press, Meat Iowa, 14$2, p. 32-53.

Presents an historical view of the development of coonlinaticn relating
each period fruit 1900 to the 1970's to specific models of coordinaticn.

Trist, Eric, "Collaboration in Work Settings", Journal of Applied Behavioral
Science, Vbl. 13, No. 3, Sumner 1977, p. 268-278.

Discusses collaboration in the past, present aid future. Concludes that
collaborative efforts have been rapidly increasing and require adaptive
continuous planning to be successful.

Black, Bertram J. and Kase, Harold M., "Interagency Co-operation in
RehabiLitation and Mental Health ", Social Service Review, Vol. 37, lb. 1,
March 1963, p. 26-32.

Early article on interagency coordination and cooperation. The authors
conclude that joint planning and interagency COOperatian will make the
best use of available methods, people, money and materials.

Eyster, G.W., "Interagency Collaboration...The ICeystcne to 0:Immunity Education",
Camunity Education Journal, Vol. 5, Ho. 5, 1975, p. 24-26.

Thep author states that interagency collaboration indicates an intensive,
long -term planned effort by organizations. While interagency cooperation
and coordination are less intensive efforts, interagency collaboration
is suggested as beneficial to ccemunity eekication.

Jones, Terry, "Same Thoughts an Occedination of Services", Social Work, Vol. 20,
No. 5, September 1975, p. 375 -378.

The author states that in a time of overloaded services, scarce resources
and multi-problem families, coordination of services requires a serious
look. Coordination is presented as a pranising form of organizational
technology with the potential for improving service delivery.

Levin, Sal and Mite, Paul E., "Exchange as a Conceptual Framework for the Study
of Interorganizational Relationships", Administrative Science
Quarterly, Vol. 5, Mo. 4, March 1961, p. 583-601.

Presents exchange theory which defines organizational exchange as any
voluntary activity between organizations Which has actual or anticipated
consequences for achievement of goals.

Exchange theory tee been used as the basis liar most of the further theory
and research on comnlinatiam.
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Litwak, Eugene and 4eyer, Henry P., "A Balance Theory of Coordination Between
Bureaucratic Ceganizatices end Caammity Primary Groups", Administrative
Science Quarterly, Vol. 11, 1966, p. 31-58.

Discusses the mechanisms and principles involved in coordination. Theory
presented states that the optima level of social control s likely to
occur When coordinating mechanisms develop between organizations or
grows where they are neither too close nor too isolated.

Litwak, Eugene and By ltcn, Lydia, "Interorganizaticnal Analysis: A Hypothesis
on Co-ordinating Agencies", Administrative azienos Quarterly, Vial. 6,
No. 4, March 1962, p. 395-420.

Authors discuss the develcpment send of interorganizatienal
coordination. Interorganizational coordination is based on organiza-
tional interdependence, the level of organizations awareness,
standardization of organizational activities and the number of organi-
zations involved.

III Models

Audette, R.H. , "Interagency oallaboraticn: The Batton Line" in Elder, J.0. mid
Magrab, P.R. (Eds) Coordinating Services to Handicaffed Children: A
Handbook for Interagency bollaboration, Baltimore, Paul H. Brooks
Publishers, 1§60.

The author discusses the need for develcping interagency agreements for
programs serving persons with handicaps* due to changes in laws and
reduction of financial support. Itires clan +. of interagency agreements
are presented with descriptions and explanations. Conclusion is that
organizations must =operate or jeopardize their survival..

Davidson, Stephen M., "Planning and Coordination of Social Services in
MulticegmizatIonal Contexts", Social Science Review, Va. 51, March 1976,
p. 117-137.

The author discusses mutual adjustment and presents a typology of
interorganizaticnal relationahips and a three stage frame-work for the
development of such relationships.

Elder, J.O. and Magrab, P.R. (Eds) Coordinatin9 Services to Handicamd
Children: A Handbook of Interagency Collaboration, Paul H. Brooks
Pithlishers, Baltimore, Maryland, 1980.

Discusses the co m:unity criteria for coordinating services and the
properties of interagency behavior. Presents several mxiels, but makes no
judgement as to a best model. Benefits and barriers are discussed and a
general process for implementing a coordinated effort is presented.
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Hord, Shirley, "Distinguishing Bei:WM Cooperation and Collaborations A Case
Study Approach to tkelerstanding Their Relative Requirements and Outcxzes"
paper presented at Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research
Association, Boston, Maseachusettes, April 1980, ED 226 450.

Cooperation, coordination and collaboration are defined and found to be
related terms but not interchangeable. The author presents a model for
explaining the processes of cooperation and collaboration.

Hutinger, Patricia (Eds.) Making It Work In Rural Communities. Interagency
Coordination A Neoessitx In Rural N Rural Nebsork, *stern
Illinois University Press, Macomb, Ills, August 1981.

Monograph di/musses interagency Caztlinstian critical factors, general
at:preaches and practical examples. Purpose is to illustrate ways early
childhood personnel can work together to eliminate duplication of ser-
vices, improve communication and provide appropriate and quality
serviars.

La Cour, J.A., "Interagency Agreements A Rational Response to an Irrational
System", Exceptional Children, 49, No. 3, Novesdoer 1982, p. 265-267.

Defines and discusses interagency agreements. Barriers to interagency
agreements are disomused as well as methods for overcoming barriers. The
°Deponents of a good interagency agreement are presented and the process
for developing them is discussed.

Milford, C.L. and Rogers, D.L., "Definitions and Models" in Rogers, D.L.,
Whetten, David A. and Associates, Interorganizational Coordination, Ise
State Univeristy Press, Ames, Iowa, 1982, p.

The authors present definitions of coordination and linkages and discuss
various models of irsterooginsizational coordination.

Prichard, Timothy, "Alternative Models for Interagency Coordination" in
Fabrizio, Jo.J. and Bartel, Joan N. (Ede.), The Service Integration
Projects Final Report. A Guide to Collaboration, Chapel Hill Training
Outreach Project, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 1977, p. 104-130.

Presents several models of interagency coordination including the Inter-
agency Council Model, single portal nodel, and lead agency model. The
author discusses each mil with important factors to consider for each
model. The author presents "a collaborative process" that includes six
clear steps.

National Juvenile Justice Program Collaboration, Comenuni Collaboration, A Task
Boyce of the National Asestbly of National Voluntary Health and Social
Welfare Organizations, Nev York, New York, 1981.

Discusses collaboration in juvenile justice field. Identifies potential
benefits and barriers to collaboration. Presents ten steps necessary for
a successful collaborative effort and identifies characteristics which
contribute to successful collaboration.
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Schlesinger, Ann, Poehler, Martha and Mowry, David, Head Start Day Care
0:ordination Study, 1981.

Study examines agencies with a variety of models and varying degrees of
coordination between Head Start Programs and Title )0( Day Care. Infor-
mation was gathered through an interview questionnaire in an effort to
identify factors influencing successful resource sharing, barriers
inhibiting coordination and to compare costs related to the program).

Sthmidt, Stuart M. and Koehn, 'Mamas A., "Interorganizaticnal Relationships s
Patterns and Motivations ", Aaainistrative Science Quarterly, Vial. 22, alf10
1977, p. 220-234.

Interorganizational relationships occur more frequently during periods of
scarcity. lbe authors discuss the elements needed for coordination and
various models of coordination.

W. Moses of Chtlaboration

Black, Talbot, Gilderman, David, Jackson, Joyce and Woodard, Midhael. Serving

l'Iumr2 Handicapped Children in Rural America, Proceedings of the WEEP
Workshop, March 1980.

Proceedings of the first rural workshop for the Handicapped Children's
Early Education Program (HCEEP).

Includes the general purposes of the workshop, the keynote address by tr.
Jerry Fletcher on "Special Education: The Broader Context of National
Rural Policy", and synopses of the topical sessions. Topical sessions
included: successful practices in securing funding, stress on rural
providers, establishing ameaunity camanication and awareness, bib:r-
aga-icy coordination, interagency tratthlashooting, transportation problems
and other topics.

Caruso, Joseph, "Collaboration of School, College and Community: A Bridge to
Progress", Ecbacetional Leadership, Vol. 38, April 1981, p. 558-562.

The factors which shone collaboration are identified and discussed.
Four themes are needed for organizations to work together: belief that
they ca) solve problems together, goals are similar, people involved are
on the sane level, and have a belief that change can be valuable.

Gabel, Harris, Fite, Jim and Guedet, Steve, "Interagency Coordination: Best
Practices" in Serving Young Handicapped Children in Rural America,
proceedings of riot IICEEP Rural Workshop, March 190.

Session of the WEEP Rural Workshop which identifies most effective
practices in facilitating interagency coordination. Techniques and basic
principles necessary for suocessful interagency cooperation were discussed
as well as same of the benefits.
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Hall, Richard H., Clark, John P., Giordano, Peggy C., Jclinson, Paul V., and
Van Roekel, Martha, "Patterns of Interorganizational Relationships",
Administrative Science Quarterly, Vial 22, Septa:fiber 1977, p. 457-474.

The authors state that coordination occurs as organizations try to adapt
to the environment or maximize their own goal attainment. Reasons for
coordinatim and cons ewenoes of (=ordination are disc used.

Ha 1pert, Burton P., "Antecedents", in Rogers, D.L. Whetten, David A. ard
Associates, Interorganizatices Coordination, Iowa State University Press,
Panes, Iowa, 19821 p.

Presents definition of coordinatica and goes on to identify variables that
affect declaim to coordinate, and conditions which stimulate or inhibit
coordination.

Nagrab, Phyllis, Elder, Jerry, Kazuk, Pelosi, Jdbn and Wiege rink, Ronald,
Developing a Comminity Tam American Association of University Affiliated
Programs, U.S. Goverment Printing Office, 1982.

Presents step by step process for developing a coanunity team. Develcping
comunity understanding and planning for action are discussed. The
importance of huriven factors in interagency teems are discussed and methods
for role clarification and examining member contributions are presented.

Magrab, Phyllis, Kazuk, Elynor, and Green, Lorna, Ccesainity Workbook for
Collaborative Services to Preschool Handicapped Children, American
Association of University Affiliated Programs, U.S. Government Printing
Office, November 1981.

Presents a concrete method for initiating a cooperative effort to collect
and summarize information so that plans can be made based an accurate
assessment of needs. The authors present six steps necessary for the
process and discuss the activities in each Written to be used n
planning and beginning of community collaboration and coordination of
services.

Reid, Thomas A., and Chandler, Gail E., "The Evaluation of A Human Services
Network", Journal of Caaminity Psythology, 1976, p. 174-180.

Presents four ways to achieve greater coordination. Principles of
management were presented and discussed. The principles included ways to
overcame potential barriers and encourage coordination.

Reid, William, "Interagency 03-ordination in Delinquency Prevention mid Control"
Social Service Review, Vol. 38, No. 4, December 1964, p. 418-428.

Low level of coordination smug social welfare agencies has long been
considered a problem due to duplicating, overlapping mid fragmentary
services. The author discusses three levels of coordination: ad hoc
case coordination, systematic case coordinaticn, and program coordina-
tion. Three conditions were identified as necessary for coordination:
shared goals, complementary resources and efficient mechanisms for
controlling exchanges involved in the effort.
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Rogers, David L. and Glick, E.L., Plemnini for Interagency Oanceration in Rural
Development, Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University of Scienne and Tedmedirgy,
Canter for Agricultural and Rural Development, 1974, ED 0913 006.

Itphasizes cooperative planning in rural develapeent and identifies three
elanents of the process: integration of the units involved: decentral-
ized planning of the effort and local initiative to implement the effort
and need for balanced contributions from public and private agencies.
Cowie:tad questicemaires end interviews of 160 sample orTsnizaticas ethich
revealed the need for assurances of interagency goals, costs and res-
ponsibilities rot creating a conflict of interest.

Rogers, D.L. and Mulford, C.L., "Consequences" in Rogers, D.L., Whetten, D.A.
and Associates, Interorcjanizaticeval Coonlination, Iowa State thiversity
Press, AIMS Win, 1982, p. '73 -94.

Discusses the conseguersces of coordination, relating it to various types
of groups likely to be involved such ass support groups, administrative
groups, structural interest groups and end groups. The authors
conclude that mom information on the impact of coordination is needed.

Rogers, David L. and Whitney, Larry R. (Ms.), Aspects of Planning Ow Pub lac
Services in Rural Areas, North Central Regional Center for Rural
Develop:et:to Iota State University, Ammo Iowa, 1976.

This twelve paper collection is the result of a Rural Development
Conference. Papers review existing methods and procedures for rural
planning, examine the consequences of such planning, and propose alter-
native Implementation strategies.

Tindall, Lloyd W. and Others, Handbook on Developing Effective Linking
Strat ies. Vocational Models for Linking Agencies 'Korvin/ ,the

Wisconsin adversity, Mason, Mmomin, January 1982, ED

Handbook designed to assist state and local level personnel to develop
effective linking strategies which %IOWA help meet the needs of handi-
capped students. Guidelines for establishing and maintaining =emit-
tees, wet considerations and needed isservice training are discussed.
Three interagency linkage models are discussed.

Wheeler, Rena, Hoehle, Bill and Bartlett, Christina, "Interagency Trouble-
shooting" in Black, Talbot and Others, Serving Ybung Bandimped Children
in Rural America, proceedings of the FOP Rural mop, March 1980.

Presentation at HCEEP Rural Workshcg valid: discussed acme of the woblems
that block interagency coordination and ways to avoid such problems.
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Nnadard, M., Cooper, J.H. and Trohanis, P.L. (Eds. ), Interagency Casdoock,
Chapel Hill, Wirth Caro lino, 'EA1B, 1982, ED 222 009.

This collection of articles identifies the key characteristics of
interagency coordination, describes practices which can be replicated and
may facilitate linkages. Section 1 presents an overview of interagency
coonlinatiat, theory and framework. Section 2 describes eight programs
focusing an interagency coordination.

V. Research

Brim, Orville 0., and Dustim, Jane, "Translating Research Into Policy for
Children", Aserican Psicho locjist, Vol. 38, tb. 1, Jemmy 1983, p. 85-90.

Authors discuss need for UK:reseed collaboration between foundations and
public sector with reduced public expenditures for both research and
services. Areas that need funding and could benefit from collaboration
are discussed.

Galaskiewicz, Joseph and Shatin, Deborah, "Leadership and Networking Among
Neightxxhood Human Service Organization" Arktinistrative Science Quarterly,
Vol. 26, Septetter 1981, p. 434-448.

The authors discuss the increased need for networking during periods of
uncertainty. The findings indicate that networking efforts are more
likely to occur among leaders who personally know each other and have
similar loyalties and personal values. Other variables related to
cooperative relations are discussed.

Justiz, Manuel J., "Emerging Themes and New Partnerships for the 80's",
Education Researcher, Vol. 12, No. 7, August-Septenber 1983, p. 10-12.

The authrx states that there is need for educational improvements and
cooperation between research and practice communities, between acbdnis
trators and policymakers and federal, state and local governments are
inportant for this to occur.

Miller, C. Arden, "The Health of Children, A Crisis of Ethics" Pediatrics, Va.
73, No. 4, April 1984, p. 550-558.

In looking for evidence of increased collaboration due to increased
=petition for paying patients, the author found that some previously
established systems bad deteriorated. The author states that there are
trade-of fe between individual freedcm and societal responsibility when
health is involved; limitations of individual freedoms are necessary.

North Central Regional Center for Rural Development, Research Needs on Inter-
agency Cooperation, Ames, Iowa, January 1979, ED 224 109.

As a result of literature review a large number of research needs in the
area of interagency oocperation were identified and discussed.
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O'Caramor Roderick Albrecht, Nancy, Cann, !WWII and Nempist-Carzoll, Lori,
New Directions in Youth Services: Experiences with State Level
Coordination, U.S. Government Printing Office, Weehington, D.C., March

Discussion of the development of coordination inhuman services with a
focus an the juvenile justice field. Some areas covered in the report
includes a literature review, discussion of a survey of state -Level
coordination efforts including survey results and conclusions and
reacmendations.

Proven, Keith G., Beyer, Janice P1., Kruythoeds, Carlos, "Environmental Linbages
and Power in Resource-Dependence Relations Between Organizations",
Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol. 25, June 1980, p. 200-225.

Authors discuss the need of coessunity agencies to maintain important
community links to bxseese awn power. Variables that characterize ami-
munity relationships are presented and discussed. The authors conclude
that increased cooperation among organizations ante:nese their capacity to
dominate the environment.

Sdwartz, Terry Ann and Others, "An Inquiry into Relationships Between Oman
Services Agencies: Danville (VA) ". Research Report 81-107, University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, December 1981, ED 215 196

Study of interagency cooperative efforts identifies characteristics,
factors, and components involved in such activities. Through the
literature review defines terms, identifies incentives, benefits,
facilitators and barriers. The authors then used the information
obtained to study an interagency relationship in Danville, Virginia
between the Department of Parks and Recreation and the Denville (VA)
Public School System.

liwker, D.J., "Coordination and Citizen Participation, "Social Services Review"
Vol.54, March 1980, p. 13-30.

Research on the relationship of coordination of agencies to volunteer
citizen participation in agencies. Findings indicated that as inter-
agency =ordination increased, citizen participation decreased.

Whetten, D.A., "Issues in Conducting Research% in Rogers, D.L., Whetten, D.A.
and Associates, Interorgenizational Coordination, Iowa State University
Press, Ames, Immo 1982, p. 97-121.

The author indicates that little systematic research has been done an
strategies and benefits of coordination. The levels of analysis were
discussed with recomendaticam for areas of needed research.

VI. Other Ocalaborative Projects

Barbieri, Richard, 'Working Together: An Introduction to Collaborative
Program", Ind ant Schools, Vol. 41, No. 3, February 82, p. 25-31.

Discusses an effort of public and private schools to work together to
improve resources for courses and programs. The benefits of working
together an this project are discussed.
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BOloes-Ke iter,, John, Oregon Interagency Collaboration Project, October 1982 to
March 1983.

Report on the Oregon Interagency Collaboration Project includes descrip-
tion of the project, models used and results to date.

Fabriatio, Jo J. and Bartel, Joan M., The Service Project's Final
. A Guide to Collaboration, Chapel Hill Outreadi Project,

11tNt

Final report of the Service Integration Project, a demonstration project
in North Carolina, that facilitated collaboration of local programs.

The chapters cover a variety of topics related to collaboration
including: an overview of service integration, discussion of the
development of the project, implementation of service integration,
alternative models for interagency coordination, evaluation of the
project, reoommendatials for replication and other topics.

King, E.M., "Early Childhood Services: A Program for Oaordinating the Educatial,
Health and Social Services for Young Children and Their Families",
International Journal of Early Childhood, Vol. 10, 1978, p. 25-29.

Discussion of a coordination effort in Alberta, Canada. The article
presents the models used and discusses the benefits and problems of each.
Purposes of the effort and results are also presented.

IA:adman, William, Parnidqr, Joseph and Schober, Edward, Final Report &valuation]
Technical Assistance: Com:unity Service Provider, October 1977 to
September 080, Ohio State Iklivwei.ty Research litemdatiol, Columbus, ado.

Final report of the Evaluation/ Technical Assistance Project discussed its
develqament, progress and accomplishments. Project recognized benefit of
cooperative efforts to confront evaluation issues and concerns for benefit
of both individual agencies and development of measures of effectiveness
across agency boundaries.

"Massachusetts State Implementation Grant", Department of Education, Boston,
Massachusetts, 1981.

Report on the Massachusetts State In Grant includes project
description, and overview of the interagency coordination program. The
planning and development of the process .are discussed. Discussion of
results included formal and informal agreements, positive and negative
effects, evaluation strategies and expectations of the project versus
reality.

McDcnough, Matthew, "Interagency Coordination of Servioes fez. Young Children in

Massachusetts: Review and Evaluation", Massachusetts State Department of
Education, Boston Bureau of Special Education, August 1980, ED 196 965.

Report on a study of services to young children with special needs in
Massachusetts. The report includes evaluation of activities, review of
the plan, discussion of public policies and issues and recommendations.



WIPlierson, Merle G.. "Improving Services to Infants and Young Children With
Banal:Raping Conditions and Their Families: The Division of Maternal and
Child Health as Collaborator", Zero to Three, Val. IV, No. 1, Septesber
1981, p. 1-6.

Discusses efforts of the Division of Maternal and Child Health and
Special. Education Program to initiate and maintain collaborative efforts.
the model used is discussed and six examples of state collaborative
projects are discussed.

Nation:1 Association of Counties Research, Incorporated, "Project to Promote the
Coordinated Delivery of Child and Fasdly-Related Services", Washington,
D.C., 1983.

Discusses project which is to promote the developmnt of more effective
linkages batmen county governments, local Head Start Programs and other
agencies to leprous coordinated delivery of services.

Nelldn, Valerie, Six Collaborative Projects, WADS, Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
1983.

Presentation of studies of six collaborative efforts in Connecticut,
Hawaii, Iola, Oregon, Louisiana and Utah. 0:mnon factors and differences
of the projects are discussed. The author concludes that the projects
could be replicated.

Schaffer, Eugene C. and -others, "Structures and Processes for Effective
Collaboration Among Local Schools, Colleges and Universities." A
Collaborative Project of: ICannapolis City Schools, Livingston
University of North Carolina-Charlotte, February 1983, ED 225 988.

Discussion of a collaborative project in Kannatpolis, North Carolina.
Includes discussion of incentives, characteristics and barriers. The
project included a survey of the persons and programs involved and
findings were consistent with information from the literature review.

Snith- Dickson, Bonnie and Hutinger, Patricia OW Waking It Work in Rural
Communities. Effective Collaboration Amai Health Care and Education

A Necessary
Rural Areas, WEEP Rural iletneark, Western Iffinois thiversity, November,

Mocograph discusses the for cooperation of medical personnel for
referrals to community ies. Strategies to overcame the lack of
communication and other - are presented. Pow pacers describing
project for early childhood handicapped intervention program are included.

southern Regional Education Board Task Rome on Higher Education, The Need for
Quality: A Report "lb The Southern Regional Education Hoard lyy Its Task
Force on Higher Education, Southern Regiasal Eduoatfan Board, Atlanta,
Georgia, JUne 1981, ED 205 133.

Report on cooperative efforts between schools and the community.
Discusses benefits to both as well as potential barriers and ways to
develop such efforts.
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121UN, SEP, IOWA& 81G. Developing Collaborative Belat Western
States

Technical Assistance Resource, Seattle, Washingtcen=
Presents way's to establish oallaborative relationabips including potential
areas of collaboration benefits and areas of concern. Five collaborative
projects are described and discussed.

Urban and Rural System Associates, Provider Services Network Project, San
Francisco, California, Mardi 1977, ED 148 484.

A report on the development and testing of a Child Care Provider Service
Network model in Santa Clara County, California. The report includes a
project description, findings and rearessendatione of the project and a
handbook to help other counties replicate the project.

Witted, Brook R. and Others, "Interagency Clooperatiais Miracle or Mirage*,
B1scational Intonation Planning Associates, Inc., Skoicie, Illinois, April
1983, ED 229 997.

Discusses efforts to monitor interagency coordination of eduoation and
related services in Indiana, Wisconsin and Louisians. Racli state educa-
tion agency's effort is discussed. 'the authors sake reomeassidatione for
*awing cooperation on three levels: state, state and local, and thelocal levels. Seven elements necessary for effective interagency
cooperation were identified.

VII. mad Reading

Clark, Burton, R., NInteratganisational Patterns in MILICatian", Administrative
Science Quarterly, Vol. 10, September 1965, p. 224-237.

The author discusses the interorganizational patterns in education.
Interagency cooperation and coordination are being puihed by the social
f=es of amountability and reduced funding.

Journal of Almlied Behavioral Science, Vol. 13, No. 3, July-August -firmer
1977.

Special issue on collaboration in Work Settings. Articles examine
collaboration in the past, present and futures discuss the values,
attitudes and skills needed in collaborations presents case studies of
collaboration in varied settings; discuss evolving practice and public
policy and present an analysis of collaboration.

fin, Sheila B. and Kahn, Alfred J., Social Services in the United States I
Policies and Program, Temple University Press, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 1%.

The authors discuss the policies and programs of social services as they
relate to various fields such as child care, aging and families.
Rilicies are presented in historical context.
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Milliken, William 43., "The Welfare of Children and 'The New Federalism",
American Psychologist, Vb. 38, No. 1, January 1983, p. 77-79.

The author looks at the policies of the Reagan Administration and how
they affect the welfare of children. the author concludes that with the
service's to children being cut, the impact has been negative.

Rogers, David L. , Ilietten, David A. and Associates, Interorganisational
Opordinaticn, Iowa State University Mee, Mess Iowa,

Discusses objectives and issues of interorganisational coordination,
including the historical development, definitians and models, factors and
conditions "Stich affect ccordinatico, ccosequenass of coordination, and
issues in conducting research. A framework Szr policy analysis and a
discussion of 17410/ directions for coordination are ;cemented.

Samuels, M.E. "Linking Primary Medical Care Programs with Mental Health
Programs" in Stadi ler, G.J. aid Tash, Ii.R. OM), Thoovativ POprosoas to
Mental Health Evaluation, Academic Press, Ne York, Nett Yack, 1982, p.
97-111.

Discusses various methods for linking primary medical care programs with
mental health programs. Includes discussion of consequences.
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Section III

A SURVEr CF IWIZRACIENCf 03ILABCRIRTIVE PRMICTS

Prepared by

Debra Rog, Evaluation Consultant

Paul Vander Meer, Director of Infatuation and Research
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Survey of Related Projects

In oonducting the review of the literature, a amber of recent collab-
orative projects were cited but not specifically described. Some of the
projects ware currently in existence. Sinop many of these projects related
to preschool programs and services, CARE Linkages staff felt it was inportent
to obtain whatever additional information these projects could provide which
would guide the development of the model and particularly the research
design. In order to gather this information, staff conducted telephone
surveys with eifAt of the most closely related projects.

In order to consistently gather the most pertinent information, a
structured interview survey was developed and conducted with a director or
other aantact person from each of the identified projects. The interviews
lasted approximately one hour. The interview questions tare grouped
according to five areas of interest and relevance to the CARE Linkages
Project. These areas Imre: 1) project background--uben and why the project
was initiated, whether the project wee still in operation, what was the
funding eaUraer 2) project descriptionsajor goals and objectives, the types
of geographical regions in abide the project W1113 conducted; 3) collaboration
descriptiontypes of collaboration strategies used, types of agremeants
drafted; 4) assessmentuse of instruments to assess needs, attitudes,barriers and/or effectiveness of the project; and 5) additional
axisiderationsprobl.ass encountered in conducting the project; other people
to contact and/or literature to consult. Particular attention was placed an
identifying any research findings. or measurable results frog these projectssince so little of this type of information had been reported in theliterature. Responses to the questions in each of these five areas are
suamarized below.

Project Bade Rround

Initiation

All but one of the projects involved in the telephone survey had been
initiated in the late 1970's. Three had begun in 1977, two in 1978, and
three in 1979 while ale was initiated during 1974. Although all projects had
experienced some changes, only one--State implementation Grant (SIG)-Maine
has ended ompletely. This project was initiated in 1977 and was terminated
in 1981 at the end of the grant period. Another project, the Regional
Clinics Project in Iowa, has officially ended but the collaboration has been
maintained. Thus, despite shifts in funding sources and reductions in
funding levels, many of the projects surveyed continue to operate in sane
capacity. One program, the Grand Junction Collaborative Project was,surprisingly, initiated and continues to function without external funding
support.

Funding

Two projects were supported by State Inpleaentatian Grants (SIG), two
by the Office of Maternal and Mild Health and Special Education (Crippled
Children's Division), one by Developmental Disabilities (ID), one by an un-
identified federal grant, and one by private founiation sources and in-kind
contributions. As previously rated, one project operated without funding.
Information an the funding source of one project could not be obtained.
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Both SIG's ended after 5 years of funding; SIG-Kansas, however, was
still in operation theugh with limited funds from other sources. The two
projects funded by the Office of Maternal and Child Health ended in
September, 1983; however, one of the pro*sctsthe Utah Project continues as
a regular state function. 'the Montana Project, initially federally funded,
is also now under state fords. Project ECHD, initiated with ED funding, was
switched to U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare funding and is
presently funtksd by local sources. The Michigan Family Neighborhood Project,
supported initially by the Kellogg Ftitsndatica, Merrill Palmer, and the local
school system is new receiving funds from several different sources.

Project Description

Purpose

Althoucjh all the projects surveyed were designed to coordinate services
for preschool children, the goals and objectives of the projects were quite
diverse. For acme, interagency coLlaboration was the primary purpose of the
project. Too projects, for example, were developed in response to a Request
for Prrposal (IMP) to establish interagency collaborative efforts. The Grand
Junction Collaborative Project was also designscl specifically to coordinate
the delivery of services to young children for screening purposes. In other
projects, collaboraticn was apparently chosen as the method having the best
potential for dealing with specific problems. Among the problems tackled by
these projects were:

o developing assessments of cognitive develcpmerrt;
o provision of evaluation and diagnostic services to

preschool children;
o increasing sdhool aoadend.c achievement;
o proisicn of early education to the handicapped; and
o refinement and testing of various developmental scales.

Agencies Involved

Most of the interagency projects involved several agencies in the areas
of health, education, and social services. Among the agencies .often involved
in the collaborative efforts were the Department of Social Services, the
Department, of Public Health, Head Start, the Department of Mental Health a=nd
Mental Retardation, and the Department of Blexetiara. Hospitals and public
school systems ware also major participants in most interagency efforts.

Target Population

The majority of projects were aimed at coordinating and improving ser-
vices for young children (age unspecified); only two projects apparently
covered a 0-21 age range.

Geographical/Demographic Regions

Three projectsProject ECHO, Utah, and the Grand Junction Project--
were single county projects. Although both SIGs were 'statewide projects, the
SIG-Kansas project was designed to include all of the state's school systems
while the Maine project focused on a restricted number of sites chosen
through grant co:petition.
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The Iowa Regional Clinics project was a:Inducted in 18 of 99 counties
that were selected because of their interest in and cooperation with the
project. The Montana project was of similar proportion, involving 17 coun-
ties from the state's eastern regions.

The Michigan Family Ned4torhood project was the most unique of those
surveyed. This project was conducted in a neighborhood that had developed in
an old army camp. In this project, the coordination of early intervention
services was viewed as the most efficient approach to counteract extremely
low academic

0,1.1W:oration Description

Models

The interagency committee model was the most common model of collabo-
ration used by the projects surveyed. Five of the 8 projects employed this
model, although for some, the model was used only in the initial stages of
the project. The remaining projects used a variety of models. In the Iowa
Project, only one preschool program and the Department of Social Services
were targeted for collaboration. A third party consultant was employed to
initiate the collaborative efforts in the Michigan Family Neighbortxxxl pro-
jecti then the funding ended, however, the consultant was replaced with a
lead agency. In Kansas, the decisions %Tier e made by local committees although
often am person ended up in charge or a lead agency surfaced.

AfFects Involved in Collaboration

A number of different aspects were involved in the projects' collabo-
rative efforts. Even with projects that focused on one activity or service
there were a number of aspects of the activity or service that Imre included
in the collaboration. In the Iowa project, for example, the intent was to
develop procedures to use in place of the Denver Developmental Scale to
assess cognitive development. Although the focus of the project appeared to
be quite narrow, a amber of aspects were involved in the vs eking relation-
ship between the public schools and the Department of Social Services. ?song
these aspects were screening and evaluation, Child Find services, staff,
equipment, materials, and facilities.

Decisions regarding what to include in the collaborative efforts were
most often guided by perceived need and resource availability. When need was
the basis of a decision, it was typically identified in an informal manner
rather than through any formal or standardized needs assessment. Although
staff in the Utah project performed a phone survey to assess needs, the
survey was reoopized as an informal attsmick. to justify a decision that had
already been made rather than to guide a future decision.

Collaborative Agreements

Eight of the projects surveyed accomplished primarily informal, verbal
agreements. Only in the Utah Project were formal written agreements
developed between the Departments of Health and Education. In addition,
although most of the collaborative agreements were informal in the Michigan
Family Neighborhood project, written letters of agreement were drafted to
bind the school system's agreements with the local hospital and with the city
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government. Similarly, the majority of the agreements in the SIG-Kansas
project were informal; written agreements were only necessary to establish
and maintain collaboration between Head Start and the local education
agencies.

Most of the agreements that were formed by the projects surveyed
involved two parties although two projects reported having agreements that
involved as maw as ten parties.

The individuals interviewed had difficulty responding to questions
concerning how agreements were reached and the factors that determined the
type of agreement that was reached. Them did not swear to be any single,
clearly delineated process for reactdng agreements. A few projects reportedly
relied on the interagency ocamittees to develop the agreements While in other
projects, agreements were reached after the parties involved became aware of
each other's needs and resources. liersag the factors that reportedly affected
tie types of agreements that ware drafted were the amount of time and red
tape involved in reaching an effective agreement, prior specification (i.e.,
as stipulated in an INP), and the types of rules or by-laws formulated by the
interagency acemnittee.

Common agencynemboard Interests, similmrIbilosopidee, and effective
working relationships were seen as the essential components to binding
cooperative agreements. Optimistically, even in projects that have been
terminated SW-Maine) or that have had drastic funding cutbacks (e.g.,
Michigan Family NeiglftehoodProject), most of the collaborative agremmerts
amtjmue to operate.

Assess/want

A major section of the interview concerned the types of assessments
that were employed to,assees agency needs and to measure the effectiveness
of project efforts. Since the literature search did not reveal any research
studies focused on collaboration, it was hoped that the telephone survey
would mower as yet unpublished research and evaluation efforts. It was
discovered, however, that none of these interagency projects included any
systematic evaluation or research omponent. Thus, the guidelines offered by
these projects for developing assesmnents of needs, attitudes, barriers, and
project effectiveness maze based on opinion and anecdotal evidence rather
than on empirical research finding.. The information obtained for each of
these assessment areas is presented below.

Needs

None of the projects incorporated an assessment of agency or community
needs. One project included a cursory phone survey to assess needs but, as
mentioned earlier, conducted the survey to justify past actions rather than
to guide future decisions.

Attitudes

Respondents were asked if they had made any attempts to discover the
types of collaborative efforts that would be acceptable to the agencies
involved in their projects. Two projectsSIG-Kansas and the Utah project--
reportedly made no attempt to assess attitudes toward collaboration in
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general nor to assess attitudes toward specific types of collaboration. The
ramifications of this oversight were particularly meaningful. for the Kansas
project; in one instance, the unwillingness of am agency's staff to take the
necessary steps to become certified thwarted attempts to link the agency with
loyal education agencies.

In two other projects, although attitudes ware not assessed, it was
recognized by the interagency committees that monetary collaborative agree-
ments would not be acceptable to the agencies involved. Thus, in the
Michigan project, methods were chosen that utilized available resources while
in the Grand Junction Collaboration project, all developmental screenings
were acomplished without =twit exchange.

Respondents were also asked to state the most acceptable and least
acceptable types of strategies they attenwted to implement. Among the most
acceptable efforts were reportedly those that reflected the interests of the
people involved and those that involved all agencies as equal partners.
Among the least acceptable efforts were those involving turf issues, these
requiring an additional outlay of staff time, and these involving attaqats to
include physicians in the collaboration.

Personality, interest, and ortanitment were perceived as the key ingred-
ients to successful collaboration. In the Kansas project, for example, the
most successful efforts were believed to be those that centered around a
group of people who were very interested in what they were doing and who
displayed a great deal. of enthusiasm in their work.

Barriers

In three projects there had reportedly been some attempt to anticipate
the types of obstacles that could block or decrease the efficacy of their
interagency collaborative efforts. In the Iowa project, for example, it was
recognized that collaboration could not be implemented in urban areas where
staff were already overworked and understaffed.

Although there had been attempts to identify barriers prior to project
inpleventation in only 3 of the projects, six respondents scan able to report
barriers they had confronted after the projects had been in operation. Among
the barriers cited were funding problems, territorial protection by individ-
ual groups, time and red tape, staff cutbacks, personality amflicts, agency
unawareness of the benefits of collaboration, and providers who agreed to
collaborate with the hope of having their own problems solved rather than
with the expectation of working with others to solve mutual problem.

Success of Collaboration

All but one of the respondents considered their projects' efforts to be
very successful. None of the projects, however, conducted a formal evalua-
tion of their collaborative efforts. Althou0h a few projects did include
evaluation efforts, they were focused an the primary issue (e.g., provision
of developmental screenings) rather than on the collaborative efforts. Muse
the only assessments of collaboration that appear to have been conducted were
indirect and co relational.
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Changes in Oollahoration

It was also of interest to learn if there had been any changes in the
original collaborative agreements or in the relationships between and among
agencies. Most projects experienced periodic changes in fielding and in the
availability of reecurces that affected the types of collaborative arrange-
ments that could be made. In we project, personality conflicts created a
dynamic interagency situation that, at times, thwarted the interagency
council efforts; this situation, however, appears to be an eleceptian to the
experiences of the majority of interagency collaborative projects.

Additiottal Consideraticna

Prcbless Ccnfronted

Whose interviewed %ore asked to share amounts of any padolems they may
have enootintered in implementing their projects. Pour were able to recount
at least one specific problem they had encountered in trying to get their
projects off the ground. A major pccblem, as noted throughout this report,
was funding, both with respect to changes in sources and to changes in
funding levels. Other problems cited *wet

o difficulties in effectively linking service providers in urten areas:
o difficulties in establishing interagency agreements at the state

level; and
o difficulties in involving physicians in collaborative arrangements.

Experts in Intenegencx Collaboration

One finding of this telephone survey was that there appears to be a
fairly well defined network of individuals who are experts in inter-
agency and service delivery collaboration. Drs. Phyllis Magrab and
Jerry Elder were the two persons most often reammended to contact for
additional information. Both have written a considerable weber of
articles and handbooks on collaboration, many of which have been
reviewed for this project.

B. Fleshing in the Model

The review of the literature and the survey of related projects indi-
cated that there are a number of models which have been developed with the
purpose of increasing the coordination and collaboration process am); and
between agencies and service providers. The Interagency coanittes model has
been the most frequently used model. In facts many projects have used models
with state and local committees similar to those proposed in the CARE
Linkages Project. While research findings were not available to indicate the
degree of success of this model versus any of the others, opinion, anecdote
experiences, as well as that limited evidence of results ald. et suggest that
the interagency committee model has at least as much potential to bring about
collaboration as any other mil. This, the decision to develop this model
vies (=firmed.

In addition to confining the interagency committee a viable model in
general, the literature review and the survey of related projects raised
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6. Several of the related projects that were surveyed indicated that the
degree to whidtt they were able to get committee maskers to collaborate
varied sommiftat according to population of the area. (In several
instances it appeared more difficult to get agency personnel in urban
areas to fully participate in collaborative efforts.) CMS Linkages
Project staff felt this would be an interesting area to explore since
Tennessee has new population and geographic differences. Itsa: mu-
latiat/geograchic areas were selected for study as part of implementing
the model at the local level. They were urban areas, rural areas,
kcpalachian areas, and rapidly growing, so called, new urban areas.

7. Recognizing the fact that many barriers to providing prescibool
children with the services they need will require long-term solutions
and that more than one problem was likely to exist that ocawittems
would like to address, project staff felt that part of the measure of
success of this model would be whether the txtemittees continued beyond
the funding period for this project. In order to increase this
probability, project staff felt that district coordinators should not
serve as committee chairmen. Instead, the intent would be for the
committees to quickly elect their man chairperson, make as many
decisions as they could on their own, and then carry out their own
projects in order to reduce dependencm on the district coordinators.

8. Due to the lack of existing research findings relating to the impact
of collaboration efforts, special towboats needed to be placed an the
process the local committees went through as they attempted to
collaborate and also on msewuring the results. (See next stiosectica an
developing the researt:tt design.)

In essence then, based upon the literature review and survey of
related projects, the two level interagency comeittes model proposed by the
Tennessee Children's Services Commission was fledhed in so that committee
membership would include fairly large numbers and variety of persons who
would affect or be affected by collaborative efforts; that the aosaittes
would identify common needs; that they would function as independently as
possible from the project staff in selecting and addressing a amnageieble
number of issues; that the local committees would be established in four
different population/geographic areas in order to explore how this might
affect the impact of the model; and that as much of the process and outcome
of the onemittees would be doctzmented and measured.



The survey questionnaire used to gather information an other collaborative
projects fcdlowss

Project title

Contact person

Phone

Interviewer

/1112RVIEW berm aZZABORATION PROJECTS

Date

Time started

Time Enzled

[READ): Hello, may I ;geese speak with (contact
person)?

[If he or she is no longer there, ask to speak with someone else who may have
been or is affiliated with (project name) . If there is
no one 'Who knows about the project, ask for the telephone number and current
address of the original a: intact person.)

Reim svu Rem= irks amnion poem]

Hello, (lam. /Mr.) (contact person) ? My name is I'm
calling froa the Tennessee Childrenis Services Commission. Our agency is
presently working on a project to inprove the coordinaticm of services for
Children in preschool programs. I believe you were involved in a similar
project, (project new).

We learned of your project from a report on the Mild Health Conference pro-
ceedings held at the University of Colorado in 1980 and felt it would be
helpfia to get, additional information about your efforts and experiences. You
were suggested as someone who would be able to provide this type of infor-
maticn.

Is this a good time to ask you several questions about the project?
CIF NO): Would it be possible to echedule a time to talk within the next few
days?
Maws war AND TDE)

A. PROM!' BACIOIROUND [READ]: I first wrold Like to learn a little bit
more about the project's badegromi.

1.) When use the project initiated"' That is, in that year was it be3guri?

2.) Why was the proms bawl?
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3.) Ithat was the original funding source for the project?

4.) Is the project still in operation?

[If YESOD CV 'ID SECTION 13]

5.) Vben did the program end?

6.) Why was it terminated? (for example, funding problems; no longer needed
by agencies; problems with acceptance; etc.)

B. Project Description

[READ]: Although I know a little about your project from the Child
Health Conference abstract, I wonder if you could provide me with a bit more
description. In particular, I am interested in learning about several
specific aspects of your project.

1.) What were the project's major goals and objectives?

2.) *tat types of agar- 39 weave involved?
(Fm example, preschool programs, handicapped programs, etc.)

3.) Vaunt populations were served by these agencies?
(For example, handicapped youth between the ages of 0 and 5; etc.)

4.) In that types of geographic/demographic areas did the project operate?

5.) What wane the reasons thy these areas "Mee selected?
(nor example, we are planning to implement the project in four different
geographic areas and believe there will be differences concerning the
types of collaboration that are possible in each of these areas).

6.) On what level did the project operate? That is, was it a statewide,
regional, acuity, ac come mity level project?

7.) [IF TIE Romer Is STILL DV anuancs3 Is the project operating in the
same format and *at changes, if any, have had to be made to maintain
the project? (For example, *gement the strategies in fewer areas)

C. Collaboration Description [READ]: My next questions focus on the type
of collaboration stategIes that were used in your project.

1.) Did you use a particular type of collaixration model; that is, a parti-
cular method of initiating collaboration? (For example, committee, lead
agency model, third party oansultant, etc.) [We are using an inter-
agency committee model or what is sometimes called an interagency
council modelit involves forming a committee of agency representa-
tives and having than decide on appropriate collaboration strategies]

2.) Why did you choose this model?



3) nut aspects of the program ism involved in the ooLlaboratias efforts?
'That is, did the agencies coordinate or collaborate ant

a - services (if so, what types?)

b - skills (if so, what types?)

c - staff (if so, What types?)

d - resources (if so, what types?

e - facilities (if so, **t types?)
f - any other specific aspects (briefly describe)

4.) What helped you to decide which of these aspects we just discussed
should be included in the collaboration efforts?

5.) 5:3W %Mire the agreements to caLlabcrate reached?

6.) Were the agreements fcemal and written, informal, or a combination of
formal and informal agreements?

7.) What factors determined the type of agreement that was used?

8.) What binds (or did bind) the agreements among agencies?

9.) Was it your feeling that all parties involved were benefiting in some
way by collaborating?

10.) How many agencies or parties were involved in each of the different
collaborative agree meets?

11.) CIF TEE PROJECT HAS s TERMINATED) Do the agreements oorstinue to
exist even though. the project is no lasger in operation?

D. Assessment [READ]: Since our project has been funded as a research and
demonstrat project, we are very interested in developing assessment
instruments to measure various aspects of the collaboratice process. So we
are anxious to learn the assessment efforts of the projects like

(project name).

1.) Hew did you know that collaborative efforts were needed for your project
that is, did you conduct any type of needs assessment?

2.) What were the needs that you identified?

3.) How did you know what types of collaborative efforts would be accept-
able? That is, did you attempt to assess agency attitudes toward
collaboration or attitudes toward each other?

4.) Mat were the most acceptable types of efforts or strategies? (that is,
the types of collaboratial that agencies found most beneficial?)

5.) What were the least acceptable?
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F. Closing Remarks I centainly appreciate the time and information you
have shared with me regarding the (project name) . Are
there way question you would like to ask me about our agency's project?
NM IF terms IRRIPISTIOR IS RSCIRSTED] .

Once again, thank you for your assistance.


